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Who is afraid of crazy rules? 
 
Bach & Harms (1972) have coined the term crazy rule in order to refer to processes that make no 
phonetic sense. A number of cases in different languages are reported in the literature (e.g. Buckley 
2000, 2003, Hyman 2001). Crazy rules are typically used in order to argue against the phonetic 
determinism of phonological rules, and in favour of the existence of an autonomous phonology, i.e. a 
computational system that does not care for the phonetic properties of the items that it manipulates 
(Hyman 2001). Phonology is phonetically arbitrary, as Bermúdez-Otero (2006:498) puts it.  

In this talk, evidence from Sardinian is provided which shows that crazy rules may not only be 
phonetically crazy: they may also be phonologically crazy, i.e. relate any melodic item to any other by 
virtue of phonological computation. The added value of the Sardinian evidence is the fact that the rule 
in question, l → ʁ / V__V, occurs in external sandhi and therefore cannot be discarded from 
phonology by the usual means (crazy, suspicious or otherwise unpleasant processes are typically said 
to be lexicalized, to represent allomorphy or morpho-phonology). Consequences for phonological 
theory and especially for OT are then evaluated on the backdrop of the reality of (phonologically) 
crazy rules. 

Bach & Harms (1972) argue that rules may be crazy, but are not born crazy: they are perfectly 
plausible at first (in the sense that the trigger and the effect are plausibly related phonetically), but then 
a diachronic substitution of some of their vocabulary (X, Y, C in X → Y / C) occurs that creates 
craziness without the language reacting against this departure from (phonetic) transparency. That is, 
craziness is a property of rule change, rather than of rules: "some rather strong plausibility conditions 
seem to play a crucial part in determining what rules a language can initiate, these same conditions do 
not seem to bear any relation to changes that take place in rules" (Bach & Harms 1972:6). 

Crazy rules are poison for all phonological theories, generative or not, since they falsify the idea 
of naturalness: although this term has a number of readings, some version of naturalness is widely 
assumed. SPE allowed for rules that turned anything into any other thing in any context (k → m / __ŋ 
was as good a rule as k → tÉʃ / __i), and a good deal of the SPE-critique of the 70s (and actually the 9th 
chapter of SPE itself) blamed this arbitrariness. Since then, the typical reaction on apparently crazy 
rules is to either doubt the analysis or data, or to locate the regularity outside of phonology. In Natural 
(Generative) Phonology, a rule could not be phonological (a P-rule) if it had conditioning factors that 
are non-phonetic (i.e. morphological) or if it is not 100% regular, i.e. surface-true. Rules that were not 
regular or had morphological conditioning factors were rejected into another computational system, 
structuralism-mimicking morpho-phonology (MP-rules). Other ways to account for phonology-
looking alternations outside of the phonological computational system are lexicalization (electri[k] 
and electri[s]isty are two independent lexical entries), analogy and allomorphy. These are the typical 
strategies that phonologists use in order to keep crazy rules out of phonology, and hence be able to 
uphold naturalness. 

All post-SPE theories of phonology minimize phonology in one way or another along these 
lines. N(G)P and Government Phonology (GP) are on the far end of the small-is-beautiful scale. GP 
even adds another condition: a rule cannot be phonological if there is no plausible causal relationship 
between the change observed and the triggering context ("non-arbitrariness: There is a direct relation 
between a phonological process and the context in which it occurs" Kaye et al. 1990:194). 

Given these hurdles, the small-is-beautiful fraction can easily discard the kind of crazy rules that 
are reported in the literature, and continue to uphold naturality. This is not the case of the Sardinian 
evidence that is presented in the talk because the crazy rule that is found in this language, l → ʁ / 
V__V, applies in external sandhi, i.e. across word boundaries (cf. the data from the Genoni variety of 
Sardinian under  (1)). The alternation is 100% regular, there is no morphological conditioning, and 
allomorphy or lexicalization are excluded: external sandhi is an unquestionable guarantee for 
synchronic activity and productivity. That is, morphemes may select allomorphs, but words do not 
select "allo-words" according to a specific phonological context, i.e. V__V; also, processes that apply 
in external sandhi cannot be due to lexicalization since word sequences are not stored in the lexicon 
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(except for idioms and the like). Hence while it may be doubted that the debate whether electri[s]-ity 
is one single lexical entry or not will ever be decided, there would be no way to elude the conclusion 
that k → s / __i is a synchronically active rule that is performed upon concatenation of two distinct 
lexical items, did it apply across word boundaries in sequences such as /I like it/ → [aj lajs ɪt]. 

Sardinian dialects constitute a well-studied body of evidence: dialectologists produce 
descriptions since Wagner (1941); Contini (1987) offers a particularly detailed picture, and ongoing 
work (e.g. Molinu forth) provides fresh evidence. All data are exclusively oral and gained through 
elicitation. Also, sociological factors and language contact are typically controlled for. 

The crazy synchronic rule in Genoni is consistent with the morpheme-internal situation, where 
the reflex of Latin intervocalic l is also ʁ (oliva, pilu(s), dolori(s) > 'oʁia, 'piʁu, 'daʁɔri). Of course 
nothing allows us to conclude that the ʁ in these words is the result of a synchronically active rule. 
However, the word-internal situation shows at the very least that there was a diachronic evolution 
which has produced ʁ on the basis of a Latin lateral.  

The dialectal variation shown under  (2) that is found on the island (the map under  (4) locates the 
variation in space) fully supports Bach & Harms' (1972) idea that crazy rules are not born crazy: a 
number of independent diachronic events that pile up, each plausible and natural, have produced a 
crazy rule that was perfectly natural upon innovation.  

The pieces of the puzzle offered by the diatopic variation (i.e. reflexes of Latin l) are [w], [β], 
[gw], [ʁ] and [ʔ]. Based on this evidence, a number of diachronic scenarios are proposed in the 
dialectological literature since the earliest studies (Wagner 1941:§187). All authors follow the 
classical idea that the diatopic distribution of variation is the trace of diachronic evolution. The overall 
scenario that dialectologists argue for appears under  (3).  

Whatever the diachronic situation, one thing seems to be sure: speakers do not object 
accommodating rules in their phonological grammar that relate l with any of the items that are shown 
under  (3). It is hard to see how the conclusion could be eluded that this regularity is the result of 
synchronic and online activity, i.e. produced by the computational system of the speakers and a piece 
of their knowledge of the phonology of their language. 

Along the strongest case argumentation, then, Sardinian falsifies small-is-beautiful approaches 
to phonology: the relationship between melodic items that are manipulated by phonological processes 
is arbitrary. This is the view of phonology that Hale & Reiss (2000 et passim) argue for under the label 
substance-free phonology for some time now: phonological computation does not care all for the 
objects that are manipulated, or for the causal relationship between the triggering context and the 
change observed. Hale & Reiss add that arbitrariness is restricted to melody: syllable or other 
phonological structure is under grammatical control and obeys non-arbitrary regularities. This is in 
line with crazy rules: all examples that I have come across in the literature concern only melody: there 
is no such thing as closed syllable lengthening or compensatory shortening. 

The consequences of the existence of crazy rules for phonological theory are thus quite 
dramatic, but they appear to be more poisonous for OT than for other theories. If crazy rules are part 
of a phonological system, they need to be managed by constraints. The set of constraints, however, is 
supposed to be finite and universal: if anything can be a crazy constraint there must be as many 
constraints as there are crazy rules, which makes the constraint set (virtually) infinite.  

One way out would be to go along with SPE and mimic the diachronic evolution, which is not 
crazy, in the synchronic analysis (electri[s]ity for example was derived by two rules in SPE, which 
faithfully describe the historical events: k → tÉs/ __i, followed by context-free t És → s). This, however, 
will be difficult a strategy to implement in OT: a given constraint ranking (and hence even stratal 
versions of OT) is unable to produce intermediate derivational stages. Facing the Sardinian facts, 
Bolognesi (1998:464ff) therefore simply gives up on the universal and finite ambition of the constraint 
set: he sets up language-specific constraints. 

The same issue also impacts another central tenet of OT, markedness constraints. As Bermúdez-
Otero (2006) points out, if melodic properties of phonological processes are arbitrary, the entire 
conception of markedness constraints goes down the drain. A reaction on this situation that is parallel 
to Bolognesi's is explored for example by Boersma (1998) and Bermúdez-Otero & Börjars (2006) who 
argue that markedness constraints are acquired/constructed on the basis of available data, rather than 
innate. This solution, however, also abandons the universality of the constraint set. 
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(1)  Genoni Sardinian l → ʁ / V__V 
 a. in external sandhi after C-final words 
  ##__ C#__V gloss   
  'lampaDaza in 'lampaDaza June, in June   
       
 b. in external sandhi after V-final words 
  ##__ V##__V gloss  
  'laDru su 'ʁaDru bacon, the bacon  
  'liŋgwa sa 'ʁiŋgwa tongue, the tongue  
  'littɛra ũa 'ʁittɛra letter, a letter  
  'loŋga 'braβa 'ʁoŋga long, long beard  
  'limɔ̃i 'binti 'ʁimɔ̃izi lemon, twenty lemons  
  'lampaDaza ɛ kkomin't Ésau 'ʁampaDaza June, June has just begun  
 
(2)  diatopic variation in Sardinia regarding word-initial l in external sandhi after V-final words 
  dialect result utterance-

initial 
V#__V gloss 

 a. North (Budduso) l 'luna sa 'luna moon, the moon 
       
 b. Genoni ʁ 'latti su 'ʁatti milk, the milk 
  Sestu Campidanese ʁ 'luZi sa '“uZi light, the light 
 c. San Vito ʔ 'lũʔã sa 'ʔũʔã moon, the moon 
       
 d. Nurachi zero 'limba sa 'imba tongue, the tongue 
 e. Sanluri w 'linna sa 'winna wood, the wood 
 f. Cruccuris β 'loŋgu ũu gu'teɖɖu 'βoŋgu long, a long knife 
 g. Gesturi gw 'leppuri su 'gweppuri hare, the hare 

 
(3)  diachronic scenario 
       gw → ʁ            
                     
 l → *ł → w → ø → ʔ            
                     
       β              
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(4)  Latin l in Sardinian according to Contini (1987 II: map 68) 
 

 
 


